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Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans This inverted lesson plan touches on the topic of megacities and urban sprawl. Students will learn some vocabulary related to cities, discover some statistics and data and discuss the problems of modern megacities. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans This Social Security Lesson Plan concerns UBI, i.e. universal
basic income. Students will study a lot of related vocabulary as well as give their opinion on UBI and other social security issues. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans This lesson plan about stereotypes includes tasks to learn and practice vocabulary, spark discussion and ends with videos about racial preferences in dating. Advanced (C1)
Lesson Plans This technology lesson plan touches on the fusion of minds with machines, i.e. the brain and computer interface. It's based on a very interesting video that will definitely make your students want to talk. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans This lesson plan about architecture is dedicated to a phenomenon called copycat
architecture. Students learn some adjectives to describe places as well as watch interesting videos. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans This surveillance lesson plan addresses the topic of employee monitoring software and calls into question the use of this technology. Students will do some word formation tasks, learn a new vocabulary and
have plenty of opportunities to discuss. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans In this lesson plan, students will study verbs to describe sounds in English and talk about annoying sounds, using phrases to express irritation. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans In this lesson plan, students are learning an expanded TV vocabulary, discussing statistics
related to binge watching and talking about their TV viewing habits. Upper Intermediate (B2) Lesson Plans This sheet focuses on vocabulary. In addition to natural disasters, students will also study the words and phrases commonly used in news headlines. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans Learn what bothers Bill Gates the most and teach
your students some fear-related vocabulary, useful adjectives for expressing opinions and practicing them with multiple speaking activities. Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans Our selfie lesson plan focuses on forming words, listening and language directly from Instagram. All this is based on a genuine street interview with New Yorkers.
Advanced (C1) Lesson Plans This ESL lesson plan on films is based on a video review of pain and fame. Your student will study the new vocabulary and write a short review of the film themselves. An advanced esl conversational class can be a bit tricky to teach because sometimes it is difficult to see any improvement in your students.
It's with beginners you can teach to read! Or by studying the entire vocabulary of the weather for the first time. It certainly motivates! Advanced students: Not so easy sometimes! I remember when I first first teaching, and I thought that higher-level students would be easier to teach than beginners. After all, we could communicate with each
other easily. Over time, I found that this was not the case at all. Although basic communication was not a problem, it is difficult to do things in the classroom that challenge them enough. I've found that it can be very helpful if you use genuine material and challenge your advanced students in this way, rather than just relying on ESL
tutorials that are often too easy and often quite boring. Maybe you also found that these books cover the same themes over and over and over again? Movies, sports, family, jobs, weather (more ideas here: ESL Weather Activities), cities, etc. Switch to one of these lesson plans and talk about some real things! For what age group are
these lessons? Here are five lesson plans I used in my intermediate and advanced English speaking classes. I have taught English at Korean universities, so the lessons are focused on this group of students. However, you can easily adapt them to higher-level high school students. I also used them for private business training classes.
The topics are probably too abstract and not so interesting for those under the age of 15 or 16. So, keep this in mind if you plan to use them and you should be good to go! How long does classes last for your ESL Conversation class? The minimum amount of time is about an hour for most of these lessons. Any less time and you will just
get through reading without leaving you time for any substantive discussions on these issues. That's the most interesting part though! For classes of 3-4 hours, you can add some interesting learning project based on tasks at the end related to the topic. Get your creative juices flowing to come up with something fun for your students.
Watching a follow-up video is often ideal. Or include some focused pronunciation practice in your lesson. Here are some of my best ideas for this: ESL pronunciation games and activities. Lesson plans for students in any country Most readings in these lessons are from Breaking News English. They cover a wide range of skills, from
vocabulary to grammar, writing and listening, but mostly focus on understanding reading and conversation or discussion. You can use them with students around the world. Technology and Sleep Is good for mobile phone zombies in your class. Wake them up with a dose of reality about the impact the technology has on their health.
Google Investing in Renewable Energy is an interesting lesson plan for science or engineering specialties. Other students found it interesting, so give it a try. If only was a million dollars (song Barenaked Ladies) This song is one of my favorite ESL listening and talking lessons when we study the terms (if). (if). Suitable for high school for
adults, and it can even work for high beginners, with a bit of handmade from the teacher (official term scaffolding!). However, this lesson plan is best suited for intermediate levels because you can get into some really interesting discussions. Technology Conversation Lesson Plan Is Best for Teens or Adults at Intermediate Level or Above.
Lesson plans for students in Korea Try these topics specifically for your korean students. If you teach business English, the first two are kind of perfect and will lead to very interesting discussions with your students who may know more about this kind of thing than you do! Cigarette prices double Korea's agricultural subsidies to an aging
population My students are beginners or intermediates... will these lesson plans work? If you don't teach advanced ESL lessons, you may wonder if these lesson plans will work for you. In fact, many of the students I taught in Korea were more in-between, and these lesson plans worked well for them. You may have to give a little more
time to read, and a little more support for things like grammar and vocabulary, or discussion time, but they should still work well. However, for beginners, you'll want to consider other options. The testimonies will only take a beginner the entire class (or two) to pass! There's just too much in the way of complex grammar and vocabulary that
requires basic working knowledge in both of these areas. Of course, use your discretion and tailor these lesson plans to suit the needs of your students. How do I plan a TEFL conversation lesson? If you're a little shaky at scheduling a lesson, don't worry, many TEFL teachers until they get a bit of practice, or take a course like CELTA.
The ESL Conversation Lesson Plan has several basic steps, including the following: Setting the Context Work on the Meaning of Form Pronunciation Practice Controlled Practice More Free Practice Follow or Homework (optional) If you want to learn more, check out the following article: ESL Adult Lesson Plan for Conversation Classes
Need More Ideas for Teaching English to Advanced Levels of Students? If you need some help for these tips for teaching TEFL conversation classes, then you're going to want to know about it. You should check out this book on Amazon: 101 ESL Activities: For Teens and Adults. High quality activities for ESL Conversation classes there
are over 100 high quality ESL/EFL activities that will get your students engaged, interested, and having fun while learning English. What more do you want? Makes It Super Easy to Plan ESL Conversation Lessons Book Organized Around Various Skills Including Letter, talk, listen, 4-skills, warm-ups and icebreakers etc. activities required
in the last few minutes before class. The good news is that the book is available on Amazon in both print and digital formats. (Cheaper) a digital copy can be read on any device by downloading a free Kindle reading app. Shop Now Check out the book for yourself on Amazon, but only if you want to get yourself some serious awesome ESL
in your life. And, it's not just for an advanced ESL conversational class, but the activities are also perfect for beginners or intermediates. How to Teach ESL Conversation Class Check out this short video below for even more details on teaching ESL lessons to adults. Do you teach an advanced ESL Conversational Class?  Leave a
comment below and let us know your tips and tricks for scheduling lessons with advanced ESL conversation classes. Or, do you have a go to the source for lesson plans for your teFL speaking class? We'd love to hear from you. Also be sure to give this article a share on Facebook, Pinterest, or Twitter. This will help other busy teachers
like you find this useful resource. TEFL Conversation Class Lesson Plans Last Update for 2020-10-18/Affiliate Links/Images from Amazon Product Advertising API lessons for advanced english learners pdf. free english lessons for advanced learners. english grammar lessons for advanced learners. advanced listening english lessons for
english and esl learners. english lessons for advanced learners youtube
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